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BIRD OF PREY VISIT AND PHOTOGRAPHS
Dear Parents / Carers
On Tuesday 15th October, the children will be given a talk about the ecology and conservation of
Birds of Prey by Mr Alan Ames, the founder of Eagle Heights in Eynsford, Kent. They will be shown
different birds and learn about them and their habitats.
Eagle Heights Foundation in Kent care for injured birds brought in by the public and the RSPCA. By
bringing the birds to schools, Mr Ames highlights the need for conservation, and explains to the
children about predators, ecology and adaption. They have reintroduced Buzzards to the Darent
Valley and have also initiated a scheme to provide nesting boxes for Barn Owls amongst other
projects, details of which can be found at www.eagleheights.co.uk
After the talk there will be an opportunity for the children to have their photograph taken holding
one of the birds on their gloved hand. Each colour photograph will cost £5.00 with a mount and will
measure 5” by 7” (siblings can have one photograph together). There is also the option to purchase
additional photographs at £3.00 each.
If you wish your child/children to be photographed, please fill in the slip below return to school
together with the money by Friday 11th October 2019. Without slips and payment, photographs
cannot be taken.
The photographs will be sent home with the children approximately 3-5 days after the visit.
Yours sincerely

Miss G Myers
Science Co-ordinator
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
BIRD OF PREY PHOTOGRAPHS
Child’s name ……………………………………………………………………. Class …………………………………………………….
I give permission for my child to be photographed with a bird of prey.
No of photographs required ………………………………..
(£5 for one, £3 for each additional photo)
I enclose £…………………………. (Please note cash only, cheques not accepted)
Signed ............................................................. Date ……………………..................
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